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The current call for effective ethical-citizerieduccition is far
from a new rallying cry or "instant slogan." In fact it is a reiter-
ation of, and a recommitment to, one of the foundations of our
democracy: the preparation of a citizenry concerned with our

core civic ethics andequipped to take part in civic affairs. This
renewed emphasis is reflected in all sectors of our society, from
grass-roots communities to the federal Administration and
Congressional levels, from leading professionals of many
disciplines to a variety of concerned laypersons and lay

interests.

Symposia: Ethical-atizanship Education
This document reportsen the second of a series of symposia

convened to address key issues surrounding the Ethical-
Citizenship EciucationlECE) movement -concerns, caveats,
recommendations, arid potentialities.

The first symRosium took place June 16, in Washington, D.C.
Three major questions served els a springboard Io the

discussion:
1. What Are the Core Civic Ethics of American Democracy?
2. What Is the School'1 Responsibility for Teaching These

Core Civic Ethics?
3. What Immediate Action Might the School Take RegardMg

InstrUction irt These Core Civic Ethics?
Building on the generally accepted commonalities in civic

ethics discovered at the first symposium, the second moved on
to examine the relationships among thiscommonality, cultural
pluralism, and citizen Oucation. It was held Feieruary 10,
1978, also in Washington, D.C., and addressed theN1Jowing

questions:
1. What Implications Does Ethnic Plur4lism Have for Citizen

Education? r7

2. What Is the School's responsibility for Teaching the
Implications of Ethnic Pluralism in Citizen Education
Programs?

3, What Immediate AL:tolls Might the Schobls Take Regard.
ing Instruction in the Implications of Ethnic Pluralism As an

Element of Cifizen Education?
Panelists at both symposia spoke to an audience limited to

Administration, Congressional staff, and educational leaders,
who cOmmented at intervals .

5
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The symposia are sponsored by two groups: The Edward W.
Hazen Foundation and the U.S. Office of Education, in collab-
oration with litsearch for Better Schools,

The Hazen Fourid6tion has for many years supported'
educetional ventures in various atpects of higher education.
In recent years it has selected four priority areds: -(1) improve-
ment of educational institutions in'order to promote pergonal
growth as well as learning: (2) creation of opportunities for
young people to develop- and apply insights, skills, end
experience toward the solution .of contemporary individual
and social problems: (3) the encouragement of interest in
etthetic, moral, and religious values, particularlY as they mlate
to the achievement of cultural parity among people at local,
national, and international levels- (The Edward W. Hazen
Foundation: A Fifty Year Siarvey and Tnennial.Repor4 1 973-
1975). We are'lgrateful for The Hazen Foundation's help in
carrying out the symposia as part of a larger overall ECE
program (see below).

The U.S. Office of Ech4cation, within the past few year's, hat
established Task Force on Citizen Education. This unit has
worked closely with the overall ECt progran and contributed
lxith ideas and funds to the symposia.

Research tor Better:Schools, a Philadelphia-based educa !
tonal research and development laboratory, contacted to
direct the program, The laboratory served as the host group
and carried out- the symposia plans-from conceptualization
to execution. The laboratory has designated citizen education
as one of its major program components for the next five
years.

An Advisory Group, established early daring the genesis
of the overall ECE program, ciontributed wit and wisdom to all
plitises ot the symposia events.

We believe the syrnposia roports should be of interest to a
variety of concerns, and disciplines, and a source of recomr'
mei idations and suggested directions of immodiate and long.
range value to the ECE field. It is our hope that the meetings
provide a forum which will stimulate the_Administration and
Congreis to intensify their support of ECE as a priority at all
educat.,onal lveh

.

6
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ail ECE Prqczam
As -tated -the sYrnposia are part of a larger ECE program

wJios objective is th.e development of ECE programs and their
\litroduction in scheols (public, nonpublic, and parochial)
cioss the nation wishing to undertaketuch activity.
The following factors give impetus to and underlie past

44, and present ECE efforts:re
There is a growing insistence across the Country for the

introduction of ECE-like programs in'schools. The insistencb
comes from parents, political le:iders, state and local educa-
tion agencies, educational leaders, religious lenders, and the
general public as evidenced by survpys, public statements,
polls, policy statements, and the media.
There is a grawMg body of new and promising reserch
and theory directly related to EE. This knowledge makes
possible the development of powerful dnd valid educational
programs thlt enable students to i:ealize ECE objectives.
There is a plan for a Coordinated program of R, D, andD in the
ECE domain which has the endorsement of a wide constitu-
ency, including prprninent-leaders in education, religion, the
research community, parent.groups, and school practitioners.
The plan- is based on schc5ol-community cooperation and
spe.cifically calls for-local adaptation of ECE programs
according to differing community needs arid perceptions.

The ECE program had its genesis in a year-long planning .3.
program funded in 1976 by the National Institute of Eru-
cation. The objective' of the planning effort, carried out by
Research for Befter Schools, was the preparation of planning
recammendaticiis for an ECE R, D, and D plan. Major plan.,
ring accomplishments included:
Development 'of documented need and mandate state-
ments;
Development of an ECE definition 'whi ch commands broad
consensus; .

Development of an advocacy/constituency acres educa-
tional, religioils, arid civic,publics;
Collection of judgmeets/recommendabons from ECE ex-
perts;

Collection and an alysis of ECE literature;
Development of cross-cominunicaiion in the broadly de-
fined ECE field;

Conceptualization of the ECE research and theory into four
major dorna ins of activity; the developmentalists, as iepresent-
ed by Havighurst. Koh,lburg, and Piaget the decision theo-
rsits, dS represented by Peters, Rawls, anti Wilson; the values
theorists, as represented by Lasswell, Raahs, and Rokeach. and
the prosocial researchers, as represented by Bandura, Hoff

1, and Staub; .

7
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Fomiation of an eminent Advisory Gruup ;
Convocation of a National ECEConfe7ence;

Publication of a number orreports, oapers, and resourve
documents rekited to various aspects of EC

Preparation .of a ccon±nated plan for ECE R, I), and D
(referred to above) bastd o.0 the recorm nendations developed
during the planning phase.

The current prograM'emphasis is io present the case for
ECE to vahous audiences. To this end, under the continued
leadeiship of the Advisory Group. a series of symposia (the
first of the publication reports) is beinn held. The ob-
iectives are:
.-3To obtain the assistance and su.Dport of the educational
community and selected public sohools for coordination
of inntilevel ECE efforts:
To obtain the assistance and suppori of educational leaders
in the 'Administration and federai govemment for ECE pro-
gram development at ail levels;
iTo explore the possibilities and :.trategies for developing
ederal legislation and state leader hip to support a variety of
liCE efforts:

To publish and disseminate syu,posia dialogues and other
int ,rniational niatenal to foster coinmunication and cooperes
tion among the twiny wrsons, groups, and activities in the
ECE field

Support, leadership, and cx)ordinaton are needed to make
ECE a reality.

Fot tuiliter iformati and di:unientatiun, colitact:
Russell A Hill

It)irector, Ethical Citizenship E, ucation
iit.search tor Better Schools, Ir c

7C0 Ma rket Street .

Pennsykaina 19104
561.4100
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Rums A 11141 .; or ,7

Good afternoon. -

, I .'would like to acknowledge *the two funding agencies
that ,have wade pkilssible this symposium serle5: The Edward
W. Hazen Foundation and the United States Office of Educa-
tion. We dre grateful to both of them

Today we have some gaxtnews and some baernews. First
the bad news. Governor APodaca will not be with us due to
a legislative crisis; he has sent us his regrets and best wishes.
Second, five minutes ago we naceived a call telling us that
Thomas Minter, Deputy Commissioner United/States Offioe
of Education, has been called to the Secretary's Office-v-and
we can't pull pnonty on that!

Now the good news In their place we have Rosa Castro
Feiribenj and Elimbeth Farquhar. We are privileged to have
them with us, as you will soon disil-over

I now turn Over the meeting to Air Moderator, Huss Adams
11.

Russell L Adams

'Thank you
1 see a nurribei uf dct.t-; thai won) qathertx1 here for the

'first symt.xnsiurn discussion of democratic cv,r.., civic ethics.
I think It fair to say that dt that time': we agreed that there is a
oommonality ot certain basic civic values in our society. We
now arnve cit Phase 2, tne exploration of etfinic pluralism,
Under Phase 2, wo sn..e o variation of civic ethics and that var-
iation might be listed wider the rubric of plur sm or ethnic
ph irahsni and its implications for citizen educ tion.

Let me restate the questions we will address t ay:
1. What implications does ethnic pluralism ye for cit-

'Iran education?
2. What is the school's responsibility for teaching the
implications of ethnic pluralism in citizen education
Progriime
a What inunediate action might schools take regarding
instuction in the implications of ethnic pluralism as an
element of citizen education?

o
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There are subquestions 'Within these three areas. Under
the first major qt,lestion we might include the following

subqueetions:
1. How can ethnic pluralism be defined? What are its
antitheses?
.2. What is the basis for the claim that ethnic pluralism ix

-' an imperative concern?bn what authosity?
a How does/should ethnic pluralism relafe to citizen
education? .

For the past decade the& has been a renaissance:a resLival

of interest in the cultural diversity 9-iat has Ilways been around.

At one time we attempted to say that the cultural variety did.
not egist, that we were all simply Arnencans, that the popu-

lation hyphenatonsItalian-American, Afro.American, for
instancewere not necessary. Yet any good politician knew
(and kritsws) that cities enoompass a variety of groups
whether .we call them, ethnic groups, subgruCips, or what-

ever as attested to by 'the .ie-honotvd "balanced tiFket."
Today our panelists expkwe how the implications of ethnic
pluralism can be dealt with educationally, what can be done

to convert ditficulties and diflen-mces into constnk:tive div-

idends. how diversity can be used in a positive way by those

of us engaged in education.
We will tackle the three maior questions one by one The

speakers will each have hve minutes to respond to each

question and then we will haVe discussion from the floor.

Will you start us off, Dr. Feinberg?

0 0.
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WHAT
EMPLICA110 DOES
ETHNIC PL
HAVE roR
CITIZEN EDLICATIOiN?

NU= Castro Teinber P.

I'm sorry that I cannot discuss the view fmm the Governor's
Mansion, but I do think I bring a perspective which ,s often
missing at policy-level conferences. My perspective is that of
the 'little' retschoolhouse,- at least the little red schoolhouse
that you see in Regions III and IV, as interpreted bya Spanish-
American woman.

The implications of ethnic pluralism for citizen education is
kind of a big title to swallow all at once. I would like to break
down citizen educatiOn along the lines indicated by statements
made at the preceding symposium. The kinds of things I mean
by citizen education include tiT'eas that we may have known by
other lames for example, civics, citizenship, consumer edu-
cation, moral education, values clarification, literacy: not only
leading and writing skills but scientific literacy, consumer
literacy and, yes, ethnicity literacy: human relations kinds of
actavities; and career education.

Whit does cultural 1. lumalain& have to do with all these things
that we abbreviate an -citizen education Ethnicity refers to
groups of people with distinctive cultural characteristics, chief
among those char actenstics being language, and already I am
on track to talk about bilingual education! The problem is that
bilingual education, like citizen educattin, Ii4cludes muny
kinds of iits. &Are ttlt- meeting someone mentioned the
m.vent Tune .mdciazine article on the Miami 'D11111,31.0] expen.
ence. My rt!sporise is that it appears to be half an article; diey
niust have run out of pages, for it duesii't give a clear picture at
all of what is happening. I want here to explain how bilingual
education in several of its specified forms fits into citizen
education, with particular fnmphonis on its n dation to ethnicity.

If you view the areas that 1 ,liumerated ---=;griCs, consumer
education, career education and so forth as abbreviations
of goal statepents, as goals held for groups of people from
difierent ethincities, with different cultural and diff041ent lang
uage chtvactenstics, the question then 1;?ece)mes: HoW do we
get many separate ethnic groups, and students from thcve
groups, to reach the tioals represent0 under thelrubric of
citizen educciton"?

4,
oR
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Let's talk about three specific kinds of students: linguistic
minority students who don't speak English, linguistic minor-

, 'itY students who 8o speak Eng lisle and English-spOaking
majority students. Mrpoint here t to indicate how bilingual
education can lead students from these awe groups towetrd
the goals of citizen education.

Of the non-English-speaking min tY students lefi;_say
the Cuban students, the Iierto Ri students, the Chicano
students, the native Arne an students who do no1 iSresent-
ly speak Eriglish: bilthgul edutation is, first of all, a require-
ment for gaining equal' access to education, assuring a mean-
ingful participation in school activity and avoiding aCademic
i',,tarrlation while the English langeage is being learned. It is a
bare minimum, The .base level of possibility incorporated in

the term citizen education can only be approached through a
form of bilingual edudation which provides actess to the
English languaw ana which also provides subjectarea
instnIcnon in the student's native language., 1

What do English-speaking minority stuaents ilike myself
al the first grade) have to gain froni bilingual education as a
vehicle leading toward the goals of citizen education? For one
thing, a way for thestudents to stay in touch with the heritage
ot their famihes, the traditions of their communities; a way to
CiOneve Agoontinuity --notice I didn't say maintenance, but a
continuity-- of language and instructien, a continUity of
cultural information. and i source of self-pride based on
knowledge about their herAage. It perhets students to capital-
ize on the advantages of their particular ethnicity and to
cx)ntribute their ethnic talents to the lamer scoiety. In my case,
for example, there was no Spanish instruction offered in the
elementary Schoohl attended in Ilew York City, and I ayoided
that instruction at the secVdary level in Miami because I
already knew how to say -1-folh, Isabel". As a result I.didn't
learn to read and write in Spaniih iitif -Lizegan to teach
Spanish as a foreign language, and I was alwayi barely one
page ahead of the students! I Wciuld have bee;an a much more-
effective teacher if I had not had to delay my oWn 'bilingual"
education. . .

I have run out of time, but there is, of course, an important
category ofithe minority student who speaks English: the black..
student. I am sorry that Dr. Minter is not here because he was -
part of a Wilriundton coalition of blacks andklispanics working
together in .

the interest of equal educational ppportunity for
both black and Hispanic students, The insights derived horn
that experience, and an acunt of the contribution that
bilingual plograms made toiboth sets of minority student,
%could have been, I thi?k, of compelling interest to us here.

Finally, for the majority student who speaks English. involve-.
merit. in bilingual education pmgrams carries with it the

;
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opportuMty of enthment fram insights into another language
and culture, the opportunity to contrast value systems, the
oportunity to examine cu!turgkeernatives; the opp6rtunity to

. enrich her/his tareer development --among other benefit&
A last word aboutoui responsibility tomeet the requirements

ments of the Helsinki Acconilp a traditional foreign language
pregrarn students have 40 minutes' exposure to language,
let's say three, four, or even five times a week, and a "limited
opportunity to use thet language because they know nobody
in, the ,cornInunity who speaks it.. In a bihngual. educalion
progrAm, Whrch- includs linquis,tic majprity end linguistic.
minority studenfs, .they have .bcfn .the opportunity tc interact

"*.'vrIth' etich .4ther and the,opportunity tb understand, ih
otherwise- impossible the other's language and culture...-.
irnEiiiicatidris of that kind of understanding for effective citizen
participation, in an increaiinglyintendependent world are well.
Worth conshienng.

AR

L kaiffing :

Thank you foi an inferesttng introduction to, and in some
ways a definition of, pluralism as it .relates. to the crucial

element.
We are now ready to hear from Mr. Levine. I hope that he

will further 'eipand our definition of Cultural plurali-sm as
reflected in the kinds of concerns that he and his organiza-
tion have

'aryls:, X Leirlaso I

SpeAking for my own people, we cannot survive in any
society that.is not culturally pluralistjc: so we have a major self-
interest in promoting- culturd pluralism. When I say -survive,-
I mean hterally physical survival reldted to life or death, and I
Inean death contnuously, ;11 societY after society. So it is fairto
say that tlje Americaft Jewish Committee and the Jewish corn-

- rnunity are heavily interested in a life-and-death way in the
witole concept' al what I cal! the "new" :6luralism in American
society, which goes beyond race; whiz-h encompaases the
entire soCiety.

I want, to make another statement thtlt I hope ypu will
challenge if you wish. There is no way no way at all, tAat this
country can achieve its mosf important dorniistiC and interna-
tional imperatives ui iless it has a ponceptuar pluraiistio Um-
brella. Almost every major failure we have had domestialy
and internationally relates back to hoW culturally incompetent
we are.

I
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We are an amazing natiorrcif higl;ly repressed people ebout
our own reality, at home and in the world. We are repressed
about pluralism. The Institute on Pluralism [American Jewish
Committee) carries out a lot of studies, psychological as well

as studies in the field of sociology end political science. rthink
, we have learned wily the repressiotiexists. I am going totry to

explain it because we are never going to grasp the problem or .
deal with it unless wt understand why a small piece of legisla-
tion like the Ethnic Studies Act. with a 1 li.i million dollars appro-
priation, is shunted asidepand fiddled with each year as if itiwere a disastreu.s;thretit to' 410-nation; and understend why.

tinything rel.:Fled tp race, eth icity, or language is not ogly
debatd eradlssly bet etentually 'frittered away. kiiitortcally,
Vas hes been the'case. We have' recycled the.issue every 25.
year:, anti we have not resorved it. . .

Let us look at the Why." Racism, of course, is an answer, a
nialor answer, but there are other answers too. In our new
pain! 4 del, Race. Ethnicity, and Human Development it is

stated that ethnic idenilitS, is basic group identity. Anything
that is. basic, we Americans are going to be ambivalent and
contused alout If you are sophisticated about how terrible
it ip to be ajnbivalent about sexuality, and yoiT are sophist
ceted about how ternble it is to be ambivalent about death,
then let's all qetsophisticated about' how terrible it is to be
ambivalent about ethnicity and race and plurelism .be-

'cause we are. We have gut to come to grips with this, bevause
pluralism does create ii lot of feer in our guts at the seme time
that we contemplate iDossible enjoyment frpni establishing

, ethnic identity, seeking our roe s.
Where there is this kind .ot ambivalence, there must be

education I think:there is an educational imperative. for

-education focused on celtural pluralism. It should be art
important 'priority in this country in terms of social need. I
don't mean to paint a gloomy pictute. We are making

. ..

progress, but only because people are fitjhting: chiefly, minor-
ity groups, and lately While ethnics. Jews', and others.

Yet we still don't knowhow to give adequate support to the
Roots phenomenon; we don't jiimp in fest enough to reinforce
some of the marvelous possibilities that have recently e-
merged. We have stucEed what happened right after Roots to
white consciousness about blacks: While I won't sity it waS
transformed, we did learn something about the sUrprising
positive identification of whites with th9 family stniggle-and

i.
with the generetionel struggle of the-blacks as depicted in

, the TY presentation. So we now knomethat if you want White.
people to identify with black people, you don't get therd to
identify on vague, abstract issues which we all profess to
1?elieve in; you get them to identify with the very thinge,that
th6Y, themselves, am identified with their family p ,bles-ns,
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theirt5eneratio;al struggles, their relationships to extended
networks. Then you have developed sbnie sympatico, some
idZintification aciess ethnic lines, across racial lines.

AILoi this. should have a nemendous impact on school
curriculum and organization with regard to citizen education
or civics education or ethical-citizenship educetion all these
words I like, they are good words. Cultural pluralism is alsoa
good term; we like that term, bu t we don't really take it seriously;
it still operates on the margin of society ratheethan defining its
basic nature.

Iook, you dpn't havfl; to be told that this is a .plumlistically.
diverse society. Yorea pepfect example of it aiyou sit here
and lodk at eget) btlier and aline. But you.sliould Wei; Mere'
aboiat tee;xtentleirid import;nce of this Pliireliskn.Qur studitis
'indicate that teday in 1,97.8 (when, according b all- the earlitcr
experts on Amerioin airsirnilatiod, we iiinuld be well on our
way towards hernogenization), when you take into account the
èumulative inipact of a sizable new immigration arid you add
all the minority, and white ethnic groups that proclaim their
need for diversity, well over 100 million Americans are heavily
into their ethnicity, some more overtly than others, glout all
deeply affected bySeir ethnic status. The figure 100 million .
may astonish you beoause we all gought that the process of
generation had weakened ethnic bonds and it has butane ,

of the things that we know about ethnicity is that it is often
recycled by new forces which strengthen group solidarity.The
idea has long been disproved that this society wduld move in a
straight line fri;ni strong immigrant feeling to a certain kind of
(Michael Novak coined the term) "plasticized Americanism."
Steight line assimilation has been trirown off course not only.
by domestic struggles for equality and for group identity but
by torign affan-s issues that relate to Africa, the Middle East
the stniggle for human rights in the Soviet bloc, the industrial-
ization of South America, the language struggle in Canada,"
and so forth. These events around theyoadbarciltriUnds-
of feelings of. pride and ambivalence among diversegmups
in the U.S.A.

clan;t see how' we can cany on a foreign policY, an
intelligent 'foreign policy, without considering the ethnic
nature of Eastern Europe, of the Soviet Empire and its links to
the United States, of the various Eastern Europeans here. I don't
see how we can carry on a Middle East policy withctit under-
standing the nature of what is happening in Ameri&I ethnical-
ly to Jews and Arabs. I don't think we can.deal with Africa..
How can we deal with South America? We haire an emerging
'Hispanic culture in this society that is qf wide scope. Thereat's
now 2 million Hispanics in New York City alone, and caly 1
million are Ricans (a group we used to useas a meastire
of Hispani fluence). OVemight we have practically 20
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million Hispanics in this bociety, even thoucih the official
figum may be 15 million; 25 million blacks; 6 million Jews; 8

.- to 14 million Poles (depending on whether you believe the
Census or well-iriformed scholars). I say 8 to 14 ralion Poles
because the Cense.% too, is ambivalent and doesn't reallyi:irant

to oount ethnics berbrid the first end second generations. It is
ry difficult to be able to get an accurate fix on the ethnic

r in out. gopulation. This adds to its undemstimation as.a
force According to Itelian-American experts, ihere are

almost 20 million Italian-Americans. The Irish are declining as
political form in many citiee; thepe areonly 250,000 Irish in

ew York City; but you still hearthern and you always will!
And so on down the list

These gioups have differential achievement differential

farnilir patterns, and differential stnictures. In particular, -they

have differential coping mechanisms which they have accli-
mated themselves to over centuries, Yet We have developed
policy that rarely meshes with these cultural patterns. In the
last 20 years of related social engineering, the outstanding
problem has been the incongruence of policy with contem-

porary ethniy life-style. In short we have been culturally
incompeted and consequently we have had many unneces-
sary faihlres.

How can we continue in such ignorancerspending billions
of dollars and not delivering anything nearly like what we want

to deliver? We can do so only if we have either consciously or
unconsciously decided to be ignorant Therefore I have no
question 'about the imperative of cultural pluralism in educa-

tion, nor do I think th`at it is too complex to teech about ethnic
identity and also about the common culture tcgether..,Difficult,

yes; challenging pedagogically; but we have developed all
kinds` of curriculum, some very good; we have developed
competency in many complex areasof learning; and we have
the people thepelves who, if put in touch with their own roots,

can deal with 'this educational imperative. Let's alsg under-
stand that in this country there is such a thing as WASP plural-

ism as well: The rural Georgian and the Boston Brahmin are

._ both WASPS, but there are obvious diffenences.
I thinlewe also need to agree among ourselves that this is not

iust a question of education. It is a question of the basic cniani-
zation of this society, and this includes scale of the mostdifficult
controversial problems we face. Education should be dealing
with them, and we have most of thetools to do It But what we

don I have is the will to do it. We are intimidated by criticism

' ate frightened that if we deal honestly with ethnicity, we

will be,responsible for the fragmentation of society --as if the

lack of honesty emund ethnicity is not already .1maior reason

for our present fragmentation.
We must- understand a basic prinCiplg.Fraqmentatioh of

1 7.
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society comes from the lack of recognition of differences, not
the revetse, People pull away when the common culture does
riot give tote and attentice to their real needs they fragment
to assert theirparticular agendas. But, contrarily, when the
common culture begins to accept their divereity, the oiaalesoe
with other grauPs mound broad economic and civic interests.

plain L 4101111111in Lvf

Let me ask Elizabeth Farquhar to respond to our firstguestion.

Clisisbath Farquhar (P. 291(:Izri

Thank you, This is an inte;esting atssignment for me, partic-
ularly because, as Dr. Minter's substitute, I only heard about it
a few minutes ago! .

think it might be useful to look at citizen education, exploie
what that means, take ajook at cultural pluralism, explore wQ'
that means, and then see how the two might or might not
intersect.

Citizen education means different things to difierent people.
For the purposes of our staff [U.S. Office of Education Task
Force on Citizenship Education] we came up with some
elements whichaae think are central to the concept. One of
them has to do with identification with one's community,
community Ili a very 'broad sense. it could be one's local
community, or ethnic group, or state, or country, or the world.

Another element of citizen education relates to developing
competencies which will enable people to paiticipate in
public life and have an impact on civic decision-makmg. This
comes closer to the more traditional notions. of civics and
government, but with an increesing emphasis on active
involvement.

Another dimension has to do with anlinderstanding of the
rights and responsibilities of individual membership in gioup
context, 'and these context§ can vary. This is not learned
exclusively in a government situation. You can also talk about
family membership, you can talk a.;bout community, you can
talk about ethnic groups within communities facing common
problems.

Finally, citizen education has something to do, with learning
about the kinds of values which underheburend other syStems
of government.

- Now let's considlr cultural pluralism. Cultural pluralism has
to do with the belief that etilWal divetsity i5'en easel to
American culture, something be strengthened and en-

1 8
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oounAgedihe kinds of things In;ing Levine was talking about
It is that complicated netion of unity with diversity, a.notion
which frightens many people because they ate not quite sure
it is possible. Is a sodety passible, they wonder, in which every-
Sne is secure in his or her own identity and willing, to extend
similar' rights and respect to others? Cultural pitualismpon-.
notes a fundamental commitment to the principle of individual
worth and dignity. It rejects both assimilatioh and separatism
as ultimate goals,, and supports.tne development of interactiarr
among the diverse groups which make up our society.

I believe that, cultural pluralism ii.1/40 includes ideas that
canflict Tension ana change are characteristics of culture;
they are inevitable, end in a pluialistic society one leanis to
deal with yern instead of teaming to fear them by avoidance.

prattice, the history of citizen education haialways been
concerned with ,the reelity of cultural diversity in American
society, and traditionally the mile of the school in socializing a
nation of immigrants was to inculcate American values and

-loyalties. The basis was an Anglo conformity model founded
on such values as achievement and appropriaie participation
or understanding of Anglo-Saxon institutions. When _a new
influx of immigrants in the late nineteenth and early twen-
tieth Centuries threatened what was considered to be the
existing civic values, citizen education focused even more
sharply on Americanization, inculcating to excess the idea
that the practices cf Anglo-Saxon institutions wena superior
to those ol the immigrants' natver land Implicit in this incul-
cation process was the notion that irnmrgrants must abandon
their own values, which were considered to be inferior.

As for nonimmigrant minority groups blacks, American
Indians, and MeXicans for them, difference was a deficit that
couldn't be repaired and citizenship was not even consider-xi
potentially available to them.

In the twentieth century a slightly liberalized version of
Aniericanization appealed: the "melting pot" The "melting
pot" postulated that all of the groups that made up American
society would somehatv melt, meld, and create a new person:

_ but this person turned out to be onoe again the Anglo-
timerican.

In order to look in a slightly differdnt way at hoW cultural
pluralism and citizerieducation do or do not match, I did a
quick Ifinalysisof the core civic ethids which wereicriscusseecat
the last symposium. The kinds of things brciught up, included,
for instance, equal aceess to life's opportunities, equal jastice
under the law, respect for individual dignity and worth.

, equality, and liberty. It seems to me that those kinds cr4 values
intersect the philosophy ol cultural pluralism, and they are also

'a grasis for maziY of the activities oi ethnic groups. So I see
here a perfect match between the object:Ares of teaching

19
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about citizenship and the objectives of cultural pluralism.
Let me give three examples of this linkage. Fest, the notion of

yility, respect Tor the values and views of Others again,
multicultural education emphasizes learning to understand I
that people *have different elperienees. that they see things
ircimdifferent peints of view.

Second, competition of ideas 7-1 think that those concerned
with ethnic identity feel that ethacity is a source of rich '
variation in beliefs;ideas, practices, life-styles, and soon.

Finally; the notion of oonenunity, the sense of human con-
neqtedness. I think that this is perhaps the most critical pmblem
fOr both citizen education and cultural pluralism. Ethnic groups
'place great value on oemmunitir and neighborixtd iey
always have. Indeed, the ethnic group., is a plaiSe whersi that
teelint) of community. was fostered. Etknics 'banded together
by choice (but also by denial) and nurtured their communi-
ties and institutions. However, in many instances this resulted .

in 'ethnic enclaves which had little interest in developing
linkages to other ethnic groups. I think tbisixthe fragmentation
problem which Mr. Levine rightlroiits a source of fear.

assion Aidasna i*ntsfor

Last on this question, but not least, M. Novak:

.,i/7
-

Nichamil Nosirk (Far ;,..0.)

While a three-hour luneh is censidered quite crnlized in
.

Southern Europe, a dive-minute comment on this question is
inhuman! It is impossible to say.all the things I would like to
say in that time.

let me stress one note: the newness of what we are doing. It
is..true there are parallels in thapast but I see, and will try to
dc.fine, a new era not only in the United States but inthe world
as a whole. For the world as a whole is discovering its cultural
pluralism. Nobody lives op an island aqy longer, separate hap

i everyody else. We all know there are othlos out there and
that or destinies are interldiked. Everyone in the world is
CIW that we live on a culturally pluralistic plenet, and

erybody knows thai we need a new poncept, a new system
of education, of course, and many other new systems as well,
to piepare us fo'r that face We. are not here talking about Cul-
ture! pluralism as a value; first we are talkirig about it as sinr
ply a fact.

We are tanking abeet the dream of a new libefal
Immanuel Kant wrote the fundamental essay, "What is En-
lightenment7' usually cited as the single most important
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doeument of liberal civilization a concentrated statement. .

He argued that an enlightened civilization is based (1) on the
belief in the Universality of human Ted= and (2) on the
nificance of the individual. I don't think any enlightened
person can believe; that now. We have discovered the nifst
of the wotld, and the forms of reason used in the various
cultures of the world are not the forms of reason used by
Immantiel iCant. a

There can be a liberal civilization, though, based on conytnii-

.ment to intelligence if we recognize the varieties of ways in
which intelligence actually operates. The same applies to the
significance el the individual. You cannotbelieve today that
emphasis on the individual alone is the solitary oreven the best
form of liberal theught. Today, the centralizing Statein every
part of the world .is bfibziming so strong that if there are only
great Stares iind naked individuals, the individuals are goMg
to be wipid out. The only protection individuals hive is
through the mediating institutions that they can build to stand
against the State the family, th%e voluntary association, the
educational community, the labor union, the church, the fra-
ternal organiudion all those social inititutions which am
intermediate between the individual and the State The Con-
stitution of the United States is silent about tfiese institutions'
and speaks only in terms of the individual and theq State. But
the individual and the State are riot appropriate categories,
.for discussing the realities of the late twentieth century.
Hence we are talking about a new erd . a new liberalism; we
are talking about a new ethnicity.

Many students of international affairs recognize that the .
most powerful force in the world today is ethnicity, including
the desire for cultural autonomy. I could cite hundreds of
instances in every part Of the world in which the creative and
also the .destructive energies of people are deeply tied into
their longing to be themselves, to rept what might be called
the 'Coca-colonization" of the world.

It is exactly because technology has made the world so
much one that people feel fre; to try to be,themselves. Further-
more, the "new" modem and 'enlightened" man shaped by
technology has proven to be unattractive too often a Wain-
gate type, a m'imal cipher. No wonder people everywhere are
rebelling and going back to human traditions,that ate in some
ways, better than those of modernity. Modernity has taught
many good value's, but modernity isnot enough.

This, I think, wiis..the significance Of Roots. It is no accident
that the National Book Award winners in the last three years
have all been books of this sort World of OurFather4-Fetssoge
to Ararat Roots itself. Then there is the much-cited book by
Richard Gambinix Blood of kfy Illood and so forth. The sarne -
holds true all around the world there,are movements of

2
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national liberation, movements for cultural autonomy. Mcet
creative people ate .lookin;; for connections to their own
historefor humanistic reasons.

What are the iMplications. then. for citizen educ:atipn? Edu-
cation for the real world must be eudcation in cultutel plural-
ism. And education for the United States must be edticabon in
cUltural pluralism, since that is what we share. We donot come,
those of us who sit at this table, from the same type offamily or
the sarbe kind of history, and we,haven't oath had the same
kind of exp'erience with politics. Therefore, we differ about
our notion of what a citizen is. We prabably differentially
practice voting. We hea r a different ring to the word 'monslity,7
I know, speaking as a Catholic, that when 1 near a politician
say ;mous," my stomach tunhs. I know he is out to det me.,

don't know how but I ca'n feel it coming, herald:1 wheti the .
politicians say -Reform," Catholics are'always fhe first tolie
singled but for reform, even if weonly play bingo!

So, we all have different histories about key words 4ike
'moral': How can you teach morality and not know that eveiy

child in front pf you has a different history in the family, has
heard different tones in such words? I would like to imagine a
kind of future in which we develop an education to make us
more aware of the fact that human beings live in cultures, that
they cany thousands of years of cultural tmdition and mores
with them, that you can't trample those things without doing
them an injustice.

One last point To emphasize cultural pluralism is not
necessarily to emphasize group life. The. individual Is the
canter of culture, and in an interesting way. You don't have to
live in an enclave mgr.) only to meetings of your own group.
That is Impossible in a pluralisitc socieity like ours. We don't
want to live apart from one andiher, by no means! Neverthe-
less, we continue to want to nourish 4 different sort of litera-
ture, a different strt of values, ti different memoly of gland-

_parents. Russ Adams's great.grandparents or grandparents
might have been slaves; mine were serfs, but they turd no
civil rights. My great-grandlatheis brother's leg was cut off
with a scythe for stealing a chicken.

When I went to schcal it was understood that in order to be an
educated person you must know at least two languages--*
providing that the second language you studied at school was
not part of your ethnic heritage end was never spoket lat -

home! There was no opportunity to leamiaech or Slovak or
Ukrainian or Lithuanian; Which constituted 70% of the lan-
guages of Johnstown, Penpsylvania.

And now my children, the next generation, also going to
school, learn nothing about the histoty of Central Europe,
nothing about the part of the world their families came horn. I
don't say they should live in an ethnic enclave; not in the least.

22
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I fust wish them were a little bit of material available for them
and others, because this natiori's dealings with great social
forces in Eastern Europe affect all of us.

Sum& L MAW McKie //km)

We have gone the round on the first question, Now we will

take questions frojn the floor for a five- or ten-minute period
and then move o to the second round.

alum. &um. ( u s of U1(7%54070
. . .

Every Wm.! heie Irving tevine or read something-that Mr.
Novstk has written. I come to the question: Why is it, though,
When you start dealing with educators and politiciani, that
somehow there is something faintly lin-American about what
Levine it saying, abotit what Novak is saying, and even about
what is. happening in Miami? That Time magezine article
that Dr. Feinberg mentioned is scurrilous. Why this overtone

of uh-Americanism?

Irving SI Umlaut (P,1 -14 1

Because when something has been suppressed for one
reason or another, buried, and it suddenly emerges,. it usually
emerges in an uncomfortable way as pa rt olasocialmovement
or protest movement It cern be dibruptive it can look quirky, it

can violate the conventional wisdom people have gotten used
to; and it can be thretatening.

It shouldn't be difficult for us to understand that We are all
frightened by the unfamiliat. And the approach we are
discussing is unfamiliar because, as I have said, we have
suppressed the desire for hberation from the oppressiveness of

conventional society, While this is not an argument against
conventional society, there is a feeling that inprder to make
our way in society, we have t6 "down" our i fiatten it

out, leie a certain kind of twilight existence n what
happens at home and .what happens in te society. So
cultural renaissances, especially of peoples, us up.

We have had a good 20 years of social movements, oneafter
the other, all of which have hes a group-identity label. As a
result, more people respond by saying, 'MyGed. qmups are
getting out of hand, what next?" So, pluralism is threatening
and it is frightening, although, interestingly, iviien it gets
stabilized people live with it very Arell.lhe way whites have
begun to live reasonably well with middle-classblacks I say,
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reasonably well is fascinating to somebody like myself who
entered the civil rights movement 25 years ago, when reason.

. able dtscousse between the two races was thou4ht to be
impossible.

Nese Castro relabel:, (P:.int-hst)

Another part Ali the problem is that the "man on the sheet"
does not identify with his own ethnic group. It is like language
and dialect A person will say, 'Oh, he speaks such-ahd-such
a .dialect but I speak proper EngliPh." Obviously, no one
speaks a language, everyone speaks .0 dialect moreover,
everyone speaks an idiolect of a dialect In the same waV,
everyone has ethnicity, hist because of the imPect et the
schOolthg experience, not everyone recbgnizes it Thus the
man in the street is lett in the position of saying, I'm an Amer-
scan. I don't have any of these ethnic trappings and problems
and considerabons. I don't have to be boa-woad with all of
that. Furthermore. I don't get rewarded for ethnicity because
I don't. have any. Now affirmative actipn and special fellow.
ships and this and the other have come along and I don't
get any of that either."

The source of this attitude lies with the kind of educatidi we
have provided in the past, and the remedy heieie the kind of
education we piovide in the future.

abesseell L Atelems it 1.1%.1,

I am glad to see the conversation moving to the question di
pluralistic conflict related to social values and benefits what
is to be oompeted for and who is toget what. We moved toward
this area when we talked about our psychological shakiness
and ambivalence concerning pluralism. I would also lijce to go
beyond the psychological aspect and hear mote about our :
society's structural impediments to (as well as constnictive
tomes for) ethnic pluralism, for H is in the structural arena
that a lot of the 'action takes place, where funding agencies
look group impact, affirmative action, end so on. Enough
of editorializing.

7
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The question Dr. Lowe asked was a speac one: Why do
politicians and edUcators Sometimes view ethnic plunalgmas
being un-American? It seems to me the answer is simple:
Because it is un-American.
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I would like to ..;iise some issues regarding Mr. Levine's
comments. He talked about cultural-political imperatives of
&is country. Cultural pluralism may get in the wayof, interfere
with, national gearing up for technological doveloratents, For
instance. I, am wcodering what would have happened to
cultural pluralism in Oie late 1950s. I think it would have
gotten in the way of the kind of standardization that was then
going on. Theretote. I .repeat given what politicians are
about givel what educators ate about pluralism is un-
American. Xnd we may thus fundamentally disagree about
national prionties and iniperatives.
1 belieie we do need to look at ways ofdeveloping citizen

educabon pluralism programs, bat I also think that one serious
stnictural impediment is, in fact, our possibdlIfexences in
the definition qf national imperatives.

Inds. R Lsizio f

Oh, indeed. The question really is: Do groups have a right to
contend about this, to stnve for their definition of what a
national imperative is? Or does one select groups that con-
sider themselves sufficiently wise and competent to take on
the task of defining imperatives for our society as a whole?

I ttimk it is very American for group to contend, don't you?

X. WWII UMW= (Me), In:4171er, r niur,

l do inde. ed

Irving X Levis* (Po ne init)

'Merl, why would you say that a society tocused on techno-
logical de welopment is automatically a society which cannot
accommodate certain kinds of pluralistic contention? What
abcfut oontention concerning spiritual issues arising from
religion? What about contention that comes hom an ethical or
ecological approach to life that is less conclerned with the kind
of technological imperatives you talk about? Don't you think
these things ouqht to contend in the arena of public opinion

and policy-making?

N. arair Xesies;OA* cna1 Institute 54 Educurion)

If ypu are asking whether I think they ought to, the answer
is yes, I do think they ought to. But what I am saying is

2 5
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laving Loviage tP, inch

How do you think the contention woUld interfere? I have to
ask you this question becaulie in using the word "intikrIering,"
you seem to be trying to tell me that we hove been *men.
dously successful over the past 25 years with the teehno.
logical "'model. I see nothing but mossive failure. We have'
sunk to a society which isnow celebrating oink rock that
la decadence. ; .

Visa arligisiU t r

Can anyone think of a quick ekamPle of a technological
model which might be detenea somewhat.because of cultural
pluralism? What, precisely", am we talking about?

Sasso 18 I. Adams M

I wonder it the question isn't really: metis the relationship
between the pi'*-.ssures for conformity and the-pressures for,
pluralistic preseryancm?

M. *race Hinfogau J n I I

Sure
4;*

Spawn I. Adams

And how CAC you cirrange tor groups to Live ,,,ulticient
sense of genuine plutahsui t, f:IldHe 01,f.:1:i geffud them,
selves against conformity, when they want I(,'?

X, Item. ffirshrag N ;1 ; I, 17., :.77.7 !it.

Precisely. The history of the devolopment.of technology in
the last 25 'years is also the history of the standardpaion
cultural forms, and I dm not saying that is a good thing. I am
saying that it is a very TfriPertant factor of civilization so When
you ask me "ought", I would say yes, I agree it ought but if
you look at other patterns, particularly in the politial domain,
then you have a different definition of reality. That is all I am
asking for.
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Atha Wel 1em 111,P,11;.4,s*/

Thirty seconds on the first point. I imagine that St is exactly

between universalism and parliculahr=swing to the other
technological development which wed the dialectic

side. Now we have greater freedom to become 'particular
withoti. t any danger. In other words, when you have a society
that might eas.ily be fragmented, everybody puts enereri into

unity. One has to do everythinp possible for unity because
other energies tend the o - esite way. I think that this is a fair
picture of the period prior 1950; -

Atter th'i 1950s you -find a climate of samene§s, like, for
instance, every college cafetena in the country appearing to
serve up food obviously made somewhere in a kitchen under-
neath the State of Nebraska and moved via conveyor bells
everywhere else. Food is the Same everywhere you go, and
because you Can't tolerate the sameness, and because there
are so many forces moving you towards homogenization, you
begin now to freely look for more variety. This is no threat It is

not a necesissry threat to civilization to seek and find variety.
So I think the reverse of your [Haslam's) point is true ..that
technology has, in fact, liberated the. new ethnicity. That is
'why I call it new. It is not tribal any longer; it is new and it is
liberated by. technology.

My second point You have to remember that while we are
talking about something new and still up ahead, we are at the

same tune dealing with politicians who were formed by the
ex penence ci the precedinggeneration. Most of theCongress-
rnen and -women I know from Southern or Eastern European
backgrounds got elected because they were the first ones to

come out of their ethnic community 9,LicJ try to represent
everybody in the district; they spent the whole careers show-

uig that they weren't ethnic. tri tact th re is a form of what is
called in ecumenical circles "ectKania," a conditOrrwhich
leads you to think thatieverf church is good buty,&ur own. The
same thing applies hete politicians can do fekoA: for every
ethnic group but their own.

The bureaucrats are a k drifferent. The most powerful
culture in this country was willing to share economic power,

providing it held on tightly to the cultural institution's. One had

to follow theirAfyle in order to come nbar leadership roles
in the culture, and even then the leadership in the cultural
institutions was carefully controlled.

DaWd (N.TP:.INi

Most of us get together generally for one of-two reasons,
in our discussions and in our society ,either because we
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are inte.11ectually curious about the others and feel secure
enough to come out of our own ethnic naciaLar whatever
Corner an4 explons what other people are like or because
we need to decide how to spend scaroe resounzei Technol-
ogy hasn't increased our resourcei enough; It has probably
had a reverse effect limiting resources, in a way.

In the second Lindsay election in New York city the New
York Times said, 'Meanly undecided group in Niro York tity

' are the middle-class Jews." Their decision at the stated
tbe paber, Would depend on whether they thought Lindsay
had done too much or not enough for black residents of New
York City. That is What the election got down. to; that's pretty
bad, and that's where we are.

Sitharel Novak (Amehst)

But that was deliberate on Mayor Lindsay's part It was a
tactic, a tactic which haii been used. if I may be pennitted a
political observation. chiefly by candidates of the Left:They
heve chosen to make race the cutting lime of their campaign
because they wanted to make an alliance between, in the case
of New York, the blacks and Hispanics and uppet-class Lib-
erals, and they didn't care if they ran roughshod over the tra-
ditional alliances of the Left.

Thus politicians delibenately make racial-cultural issues
divisive for their own gain, and,I think the only way to debit
that is to call the game by its name and to show people that
they am being used as cultural groups, willy-nilly, and that
they might as well awaken to it and themselves develop the
politics of coalition. Similarity of interests among working-
class whites and blacks far 'outweigh their cultural differ-
ences, and you can build coalitions around that fact if you are
intelligent. I think we simply must become more intelligent in
our techniques to prevelit our being used.

ferry l'ilatekarrIA:.,:e! 1f ,s L i'i'i tfl N'l

I want to make an observation. I haven't heard in any of our
discussions here a vision of what a pluralistic society is or
might be. I. can't get hold of it yet My brother is an anthro-
pologist and I once nitked for his observations of this culture.
He 404 'Well, pmbably the most unique thing about the
United States: both historically and intenationallyints the
aniount of diversity of religion that it las talerated consist.
entiy for literally hundreds of years." Is that the kind of image
you have of a culturally pluralisttc societyessentially a dr-
cumstance in which each ethnic group, however defined.
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could flouriil to the fullest degree it wished, and presumably
anybody could choose which kind ofethnic group he or she .
wanted to'identify with? Or do yoa have some other sense of

it. In the sense I describb, the citizenship notions are akin to
the kind Qf training I got about respecting the right of Other

people to embrace whatever religious belief they choose;
this right is written into the Constitution, the government can-
not interfere, so 4,te have left itthere. Is that the kind of image
of society you have, or are we trying to work toward some

'other iniage?

lisissall L Adams (Mc.-ifn u too

Ikes anyone want to nespond? Dr. Feinberg?

Ilkess Castro /*Labors ( Pa z:elar1

I think that we have a culturallypluralistic society righenow.

It is not something that is going to happen. The question is: Is

the society structured in su6h afashion that pluralism works in

some instances for and in some instanoes against the interests
of a person holding a givenethnicity?Inotherwords, is thereon
imperfect mechanism operating in the presently existing .
plurahstie- society? Ide'ally, certainly in mlationship to the
tichool, your ethnitity should not bar you from anx of 'the
opptirtunities that school or society might offer. Further, your
ethnicity should be a valued resource br you in whatever,
direction you care to use. it. It should be exploitable for your

own purposes.

glizeboth rarimiker (Puriosf)

It seems to me we are talking about a positive :ward for the
noton of qultural pluralism, i agree it is a fact that we deal with,

that we see around us every. day. Yet within that fact George
Lowe cari remark, "It sounds un-American," and people will
nod because it dbes. That means, to me at least, that something

is wrong in tonna oi the legitimacy of the notion 'of ethnic

pluralism. 4,

'Mb

111111abilei MINOR (Fanvimi)

May I say a wärd? Religion is my fieldof work and it needs to

be said. I think that religion and ethnicity are very close to one
another,One ressbn for the vanety in America is !hat people ,
brought with them afferent cultures and different heritages.
Though on .certain grounds you would predict that these heri- -

taws would perish long ago, this has not been the one The

I.
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differencescultural and religious axe cherished and clue-
ly intertwined.

In education, thougttour headsam turned insurgeway that
we don't learn who the American people are The major Patti-
oal journalists of triis City recently had tosscramble to find out
what a Southern Baptist is. How can you grow up in the Unit-
ed Sta of Amenca and not know what a Southern Baptist '
is. But the tact is that the most educated people didn't know
because that is one of the "n&no's" in the stiFties df domi-
nant institutions'. "Southern Baptists are odd, strange people
out there who will get over it" the enlightened seemed to
think. But when it comes to being enlightened, being en-,

. lightened from what? Being a Southern Baptist is one of the
things you are enlightened from, and the samos tnie of kids.
from Catholic neighborbocxie and the rest of it. Diversity
suffers.

We educate ourselves to a false consciousness, and this bias
is deep our guts. It is amazing how little' we know abciut
ourselves and others in our society. Our practice is better than
our theory and better than our education. It thus becomes a
matter of getting our education up to the level of the, zeal
achieveinents of this country.

Mourn L Mame (Modert:lo

I think what is being 'said is that ethnicity also has some
ethnecentricity in it, in turn causing some sod of analytical
myopia. To summarize some of the comments generally, I
think we are also saying that the enlightenment Novak men-

. tions should not be left to chance, because it won't happen
autaniatically. We need to be verY self-conscious about
learning about others independent of what that knowledge

-will be used for. Subsequently, of course, there must be some
notion about what this knowledge will be used for and some

,mohestratton of the power of ethnic groups to reach a par-ticular.goal.
One other thing. It may be worth speculating over the

question of the relationship betyeen seligious practices and
power. I think we have seplistert-the twoever time. We don't
know What a Baptist is b'eelKuie to our mindi
nation does not represent powerin Wrrns of either the gioup
or its members. It ?nay be in tms of some other things, per-
haps in temis of citizen educatiOn.

Kiehael Om* (Pai2ehgn

We know a lot more about Baptist culture now that it is
powerful. We am also learning a lot more about Arab cul-
tures now that they are powerful

io
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liuuUL Mums (Mocieiator!

One final commerkand then we will move to our second
general question.

=him t.T7S 0)ffict, titI(y Oil)

Maybe my question is premature and will be coveredin the
remaining two topics to be considered, but I am still nOt sure
that we have satisfactorily addressedothe reconciliation .of
ethnic or cultural pluralism with national inteiests. (I thinkthe
question of guarding against ethnic and cultural myopia in the
context of national goals and interests hes been squarely
addressed.) I think we should be concerned with the danger of
an ethnic or cultural conseivafism working against such ideals
as, say, equal access or equal opportunity or equal whatever. .

One final obseivation: We should be aware that.those here
today, talking to each other and agreeing, are not really the
obstacle to the kind of reform that needs to take place in the'
schools. It is the st:Ite legislatures that determine what shall be
taught in the schools.

aussou L Adam f Af. f,

A very well-taken comment. Not speaking for the Washing-
ton grpup and not speaking defensively, one premise behind
this gathering is to reaffirm for many ot us our concerns and
-visions of what could be. A second premise is to use that
reaffirmation as a trickle-down (or -up) kind of proLieps, creating
an ambiance for the follow-through _at other leveis and for
ultimate dissemination. In that sense we here may be the right
persons in the right place; but the o r part of the sequence
must be the follow,through. Hence y's invitations amount
to, in one sense, a balanced ticket f the nexi level of dissemi-
nation.

Let us move to the second question, which gets to the-el0
semination issue:

What is the school's responsilility for teaching the
plications of ethnic pluralism in citizen education .pso.
grams?

The subquestions:
I. What has been the echoes respolisibi/itiin this regale
in the past?
2. What are the current points. Of diffatance ooncaming
roles of the school in this area? 44:

a is it possible for the school tg be lieubral with regard
to teaching, dizecily ox indinctly, the implications of
this athnic phaaliim?
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WHAT IS TIN
SCHOOL'S RESPONSIBILITY
iron

e TEACHING THE
IMPLICIMONS or

ETHNIC PLURAIASM
IN CITMIN
EDVCATION PROGRAMS.

mph Warm (Touchers Corps)

Maybe this will tie in *ith Mr. Anderson's oomment about
discussion among those already convinoed. It seems b me
that if I were parent, I would be very nervous littening to
this gimp today because I would have had too much expe-
rience of the teacher becomirig a preacher. We have always

. said that the Amencarf pubhc school system is supposed to
be neutral, and "values" is a bad word, and so on, and yet
the -average person knows betier. The whole reason for a
parochial school system, for a foreign-language school ays.
tem, . for the Orthoclox Jewish school. and so on, is that the
founders feel their values will be thnsatened by tvhat the
child is going to hear in pi,hlic school.

t Adams (lWoerwor)

Covid we come back to you after the panelists discuss the
second question? They will, I hope, address some of your
concerns Rosa, your turn.

al-Ps. Castro re1niesg(Par24:11101

I am glad Mr. Kerns made at -least the beginning of his
comments. It ties into a remark Dr. Adams made regarding
th .ility of neutrality in schools I want to .pick oP on
that t, mention three very general kinds of observe
once over lightly, arid then posit a listing of what I f
the obligations of the school

let me pick up on the neutrality of the school Without
preaching, without talking, without writing it in the rules, with-
out putting it in policy, the school communicates the "valueir
message Sometimes it is referred to as the weight of bureau.
cracy, sometimes as the invisible oulturepsometimes as the
hidden curriculum, sometimes as the hidden agenda, but
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whatever You-call it, children get a message from the school
they go to. Sometimes the meisege to the student is that you
are valued sometimes the message is that you are not. Some-
times the message isi that you ale going.todo well; soMetimes
the message is that you will never do well.

It is not .I am sure, a deliberate attemiat by people with
malice to thwart the educationiaprogess of the child. Rather,

...1 it is the inevitable outcome of cultures clashing with cultures,
without insight and without the provision of training'. for the
`people numIng the schools in that situation. I am going to
ask you to keep the idea of the hidden cuniculurn in the

,
hsck of your mind.

let me jump to a book that weis very populeir maybe 10
years ago, and maybe it still is, The Saber-Toothed Curricu-
lum. The whole idea was that a course in the care and feed-
ing of dinosaurs might have been releVant socially when
there were dinoiaurs about but when they left, as they did
some time ago, that particular course was not. necessarily
approphate to the curnoulum of most children. I gm making
an analogy to the kinds of curriculum that we find in school
and the kinds of society that the schools ine supposed to
equip the students for. Often there is little felationship be-
tween the two, and the cutting part, the hurting part, about
that lack of relationship is that you are preparing students to
deal with a hyp6thetical "model American," who, as .we
know, does not exist You are not preparing children to deal
with the vast criversity of persons and cultures and lan-
guages that we know does existeven inside the school,
although sometimes i ther covered up.

Bilmgual-bicultural ucation is one means whereby the
school can deliVer On to children that will lead them to
the goals of what we ate calling citizerl education. P1

keep that in mind whilt:Nshare with 'you a listing of sch
responsibilities drawn primarily from work James Bank has
done. I will make a comment or two to refer it back to the
panelists' comments, but itaeach case please say to your-
self: Can bilingual bicultural edecation do this? I hope you
will nod your head "yes," and then in each case askyourself

a second question: For which group of students can bilin-
gual-biculturt education be effective, the lingusitic minor-
ity non-Engl speaker, the hngusiticininority English speak-
er, or the English-speaking majority student? You will help
me get a little more mileage out of my five minutes if you will

do that . . . .
Here are some of the things I think the school is obhged to do.

in terms "of Meeting its citizen education objectives- when
dealing with a culturally and ethnically divre student pop-
'illation.

First and most fundamental, to Provide aecess ta ()awl
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educational opportunity. That is codified in our laws, mandated
by our legislators, umAxf upsn us every day. It is a real and
compelling area where attention needs to be directed,

Second, to act to reduce discrimination against stigniatized
groups. The specific stigmatized gimp ,wid obviously vary
hem ama to we& I work legion where less than s4z years
ago one could go into a little town's restaurant and pass a sign
saying, "No doge or Indians permitted.' Needless to say, thew
is 0 nearby Indian reservation which sends students to the
school. Out of every 40 Indian students a .year, perhapi 2
eventually graduate. A case in point of discrimpation against
stigmatized groups.

Third, to Present students with the notion of cUltural altema-
tivesthe idea that there are many possible ways of beini
many of them acceptable in different areas of society and
some of them, of count°, acceptable in all areas of societv
the idea that the negative effect of the standardization of a
technological, industrial sovithy on a person can be ame-
liorated in a number el ways, many of which haie tis do. with
one's ethnic clime.

Fourth to reduce ethnic isolation, both physical and psy-
chological-

Fifth, to help students develop ethnic literacy,. including
such things as doing what you can as u schoolperson to di-
minish credence in ethnic stereotypes, &king what you can
as a schoolpereori to develop curriculiim which accuretely
reflects contributions of various ethnic gmups b our overall
society. .

Sixth, to help students clarify th attitudes tOward members
of ethnic groups other than their own . , perhaps even more
important. to help them clarify thelrau toward theirown
ethnic grouil

Seventh, to help students learn how to act to eliminate
racism and predjudice in whatever society or subpart of that
society they find themselves,

Eighth (and this relates to, the questions about national
interest I think), to help all student§ develop a positive sea-
concept, with all of tke implications and all of the intenelitioii-
ships that hold for their ethnic-gmup memberahip.

Ninth, the scgool has an obligation to learn to drawipon the
resources of parent gnoups and community groups in meeting
all the obligations that I have lust Iisted.

aussail Mousy (Modercrto

Mr. Levine, do you want to address this question?
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Iroise X Levine (Pariet1s1)

I wanted to touch on not just the responsibilities of the
schools but also those of society in general, perhaps an-
swering Dr. Anderson's ccimment on ethnic myopia. There
is also such a thing as ethnic prophecy, and I think we ought

Ito teach it The black movement of the 40s, 50s, and
60s was ethnic prophecy, and some of its great figures were
prophets in our nation and should be recognized as such.
They established justice where them was none or they
tried to establish juStice. Thereis no finer lesson for Amer-.
ican democracy than these ethnically orientecf struggles
for equality, and there are live, touchablebodies in today's
olassroom that personify that drive and that struggle. There
is no better lesson planlian one developed right out of the
experiences of the kids it. the classroom. So, I don't see that
recent ethnic struggles represent ethnic myopia, thougli
many people see them as special pleading for group inter-
ests. I always felt tfiat special group interests legitimately
set the American agenda and were often ahead of their tine
in representing jhe needs of all people for dignitf, equality,
and identity.

The /truggle of the American Indian not only for land but
for an appreciation of ecological values has been asompli-

. cated one for our society but will turn out to be precious
and necessaryI call this ethnic prophecy, not ethnic my,
(via. The survival of the Jews out of the holocaust and the
establishment of the 5fite of Israel, represent the redemption
of a people --I call this ethnic prophecy, not ethnic myopia.
There are so many other examples. The struggle of work-
ing-class ethnic 'Arnen6ans of East Europearibackground
who sacnficed to biuld,up this county in some of the slimiest
jobs there were, often takirig satisfactiori from a good day's
work -r-the Aole conCept of 'work aed family and fidelity
and marriage Ind children whiclitheybrought to American
society 4 callthi/ ethnic proPhecy, not ethnic myopia.

I doo't see this kind OVethnic advocacy as in contradiction
with core AmeriOeh values, I see: these struggles as the
making of core AineriCan valees ariCl..changing them when
they fell short There is n4.atiVejethnic chauvinism, of
course:but there is a Merketjala4khefe other ethnic groups
and other group intereets.alsoAttsprt themselves, and in this
marketplace any extennsm'will, in my opinion, mentually
be taken care of.'There ewe 'dthritc_ *ink to,be. sung? .the
whole of United States. historii.ii a histo "Of sti.Ugg)es, fierce

struggles, of ethnic sacce4ibt.' fou s i the real
history behind the tales froirite .-easkiint th Cjitritury,

all the things that came-ddwri. ae. 'American legends
,

- -
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and ended up as the "cattlemen versus the fanner." They
were ethnic btniggles. They were not defined just that way,
but thatis what-they were. Religious denominational strug-

- gles Were often ethniC Mregglee and they sometimes looked
like they would shake the world, and sometimes they did,
but theY weie laigely leficavectsk time.

Affirmative action today and we ought to teach it in this
contort is nothing more than the brae din ethnic 040
or a number of oambined ethnic groups trying to change the
mles of society so,that they 9n establish justice. Are they right?
Is their quest for equal opportunity right? Yes. Do I agree with
everything they want? No. Will the force of contention be
eventhally moderated by the courts and the legislature? Yes.
Will we strike some grand compromise somewhele along the
line where indivduals in previously advantaged groups will
not lose too muCh end givipe that need to gain will gain mom
than they have in the past? Yes, if we understand the phenom-
enon of American pluralism, if we dorit panic because some-
bitidy wants to speak the Spanish language in a classy:km It's
astonishing that many pecwle who send their little children to
Fiench bilinbual schools are terrified of, traumatized 'by.
Hispanics trying to deal mine effectively with a tremendous
aâculturation problem. It is unbelieveble how it incites and
frightens us.

I think you den teach effectively about phiralimp. I think
children see conflict all around theM. I think.any kind of

a curriculum should deal with group conflict the history of ,
group conflict 'and the glories of the resolution of those
conflicts as well. I think it can be taught htm the back- '

-grounds of the various children in the classroom their
parents and their grancterents; and I would bring the par-.
ents and grandparents into the classroom, so that ethnicity
and family roots are made more vivid.

You can't get a better classmprnion Irern than a black
grandma. a JewWh grandpa, and 'aPolish grandma listening to
the children say, 'Glandma. Grandpa, tell us what it was like
the first day you got off the boat or the bus, and tell us about,
your first fob." It is fantastic, first of all, what happens around
the riom in terms of grandparents coming together around
common things and liking each other because they recog-

. nize their coMmOn struggle and the triumph of being- alive
and the joy af passing on their wisdom to their grandchil-
dren. These is no questiOn that it is powerful. You don't get
delinquent acting-out in the clasciroom when this program
is happening, especially when the kids bring in their own
grandparents. The children are quiet andrespectful. 45 they
shoiki be: and it is good education .

36
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alliNPOU L alma (Moderalco

An issue we have not yet addressed is that of ranking these
pauralistic gmups. I think this has been In the backeof some of
the questions hens. We have had an egalitarian vision of
pluralisms. I thought of this point especially when Levine
talked about ale grandpas and ctrandinas corning to class.
We have tried that, and sometimes it works beautifully and
other times it does nqt Maybe some commentary today'
would help us learn how to accentuate the positives of
these kinds of encounters and reduce the nedatives.
Elizabeth?

gligeboth ran/shay (P in,f

a a'

Addressing the first subquestion: "What has been the
school's wsponsibility in the past?" it seems to me that
whatever that tesponsibility should kave been, the fact has
been a response of evasion; of.,saying, "It doesn't exist for
me": *of 'fear.' We don't talk about ethnicity in the classmom
bemuse it might C.reate some disturbances, because feel-
ings have intensified since the 60s when racial and group
strife became a dramasc problem in the United States.

I think teaching has 'vacillated between an unrealistic.
unappealing do-good emphasis we are all wonderful
human beings, we all have many things in common, support
the United Neitions and an emphasis on difference high-
hghtmg the exotic costumes of elderly anmigrants once
a year, that kind of thing. Neither makes much sense when
you are talking about what I think is a real concern of edu-
cators: how people feel about themselves and others, how
to build',bridges between groups, and among groups. It

9 seems to me that these are things for which the schoolineed
to take a very direct responsibility. We are talking about the
so'cietal. curriculum, about things which exist in the real
world and which kids learn about all the time.

,I think that to teach ethnic studies by emphasizing, for
instance, one ethnic group plus a fictioitalizad mainstrea
group can perhS5 bring about some myopia, some ove
ooncentration on a few specific ethnic groups. It seems to
me that there has to be developed in education a genuine
sense of what intercultural education is. And this sonse
needs to underlie our talking about my group or yours, or
even our talking about the fact that I may belong to several
groups'and what impact that has.

Schools have a further responsibility to help develop
respect for one's own identity and to develop a sense of
confidence, parbcularly within the citizenship curriulum.
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Mow does a child wilt; comes out of. let's say, a poor 'neigb .
borhood and a minority ethnic group whose paients aren't
well educated. whose ethnic gittip has historically lacked
political power, and who consequently doesn't know much
about the way government works --rhow does that child
gain the confidence and skills which will Own enable him
or her to became an effective citizen within our society?

I think finallyqichools have a responsibility for developing
the students' calacity to interact with people who represent
diffenent cultural pointed view, bundentand what it is to have
a perspective that is different horn their own. These.kinda of
things, will 'later enable students to . negotiate, to iumpro-
mise on issues if necessary, to function as effective citizens
in a pluralistic society.

Swag L Adam (Moderator)

You have a littielgief left. I would like, if you will, to have
you comment on the pcesible,ponnection between the re-

, cent study that, Our office [U.S. Office of Education Task
Force on Citizenship Education] is pulling together with
regard to citizen eduCation knowledge we need to corivey
about the structute and pincesses of government and the
poisible parallel needs, in some peoples view, in the area
of ethnic education and pluralism. Is there a connection
between the need to stress the structure of government and
its practices on one hand, and the reality of the varieties of
people who makeup the sociotai which that goiernment
.operates on the other hand? What about that combination?

Eilsabsik Fansitar (Panelist)

We certainly see ethnic studies as being p art of the whole,
area of citizen educatica, and I think other people feel that way.
also. A recent assessment of the citizenship knowledge,
attitude, and coinpetence of children in this country, carried
out by the National Assessment of Educational Progress,
shows an appalling decline since 1969, particularly _in stu-
dents' knowledge of the stnicture and function of govern-
ment. I eaven't really looked at the inbicacias of the results.
but I do know that the rbsults are lower for children who
come fr6m less weteducated parents; they are certainly
lower for blacks than theY are for whites; and so on. Mat
would be one area where there is an interaction.
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itssasil & Limn (Moderator)

We move now tobr. Novak

Ilathasi Novak (Pan vizt)

It is Clear hem the,proceedings so far that we are talking
about something neVi Otherwise, there wouldn't be quite so
meny fears expressed. in tact it is clear we are dealing with
something so new that it is on the borderline of repression
deeply repressed material of which we are afraid and it is
odd that we well:educated people should be afnaid of a
subject We could probably say anything in the world about
sex, ell id it wouldn't scare anybody here. But we start men-
tioning ethnicity and everybody gets nervous like the Vic-
torian Age's nervousness about sex.

Let's try to guess why this is so.. In the past our schools`
curriculum was quite ethnocentric. What was basically
taught was the English-speaking person's view of the world
(though the schools pretended they taught the humanities).
All of history was seen from the point of view of the Broish
Isles southward, along with people with whom the Brmsh
had difficulties, for instance, references to the Spanish Ar-
mada. We learned almost nothing about others with whom
we share the hemisphere it was as if they didn't exist.
Why.? I think you have to say it is the deep influence of the
British culture. There has been an antagorusrn between the
Spanish-speaking world and the English-speaking world
now for three or four centuries, and vie are still acting it out
in the American school system.

Moreover, when you study philosophy at major universities,
you basically study Anglo-Saxon thinkers. Saxony is in
Germany, and you reacLiGerman philosoPhy4Hamlet was a
Dane, 'and there is a touch of the Scandinavian; and zou read
some Italians and Greeks if they are very long dead. However,
I don't see how,one can'disagree, if -one reflects back on one's
own education, that we received an Anglocentric view of the
world, even if we, ourselves, Are not Anglo-Saxon Yin not'.
Anglo-Saxon. God knows 1am delighted to have been brought
into this culture, which is one of the world's most free cultures,
but it iSn't the whole of the world.

The Anglocentric view was appropriate, perhaps, until the
Second World War, after which time the Un ited States became
an international power, the world's single Yriost powerful
culture, econornipally and technologically. Our interests
reached everywhere. My father studied nothing at all in
school about Iwo Jima and other Maces that were to figure
prominentlY in the history of his generation; and my broth-
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ers and I studied nothing at all in school about Vietnam.
whicIrivas to figure dominantly over the 10-year period of
our coming a age as adults; and God kndWs what is hap-
pening somewhere else in this world today that our children
haven't studied about that is going to affect their destiny.
%Ole in the United States cannot afford to be so fanorant of
th'e world in this period in history.

-
The odd thing about President Carter's lacking an accurate

Polish translator is that it is estimated that 1 out of every 10
Americans has at least oneonandparent from Eastern Europe,
Christian or Jewish or ue chtnehed. You would think that some-
where in lhatvast pool there would be lots Ci people who know
excellent Polish, who go back and forth between America arrd;
eilland every year, who are in touch with the belt Polish phil-
osophy, the best pdlitics, the best poetry, and so forth. You
would think that this heritage would feed into our school
system, so that the Slavic world, the Eastern European world,
would be well known in America. And the same should be true.
of the African wOrld, since virtually 1 out of 10 Americans is
black -And similarly the Hispanic world, sinee 1 out of 10.
Americans is Hispanic. 7

You would think that yeePle _in the United Stites would
have the best humanistic education dri the planet that they

, Would really learn the humanities but we don't I think that
this kind of humanistic education 'is the school's responsi.
bility, and I believe the school must make a oonnection
befween the actual people in America, the children in the
classroom, and the rest of the world. When I learned that my
son and daughter were to have some multicultural work in
grammar schoal, I was pleased. -But they came home wit4
materials from Mexico and there was not a single ;Mex-
ican-American in the school; from Japan -and thttre.was
not a single Japanese student in the school; and from a
couple of other unrepresented cultures.

I thought the rule must be to choose cultures identified with
no one in the classroom. Yet in this way they teach something
false and do not embarrass anybody by falsity. They couldn't
talk about real ethnic things in the classmorn4or instance, that
Jewish kids have different holidays. that Ceitholic kids have
different backgrounds, that the families of siiime of the Protes-
tant kids on Long Island go 'way back before the RevolUtion.
They never talked about the real emotional issuei in their
family background even though such things am obvious ly
significant in the politics of the town. You have to biblinnj to
think these things don't affect citizen behavior in the town, but
you never dare talk About them.

Some strange fear is the source of the repression. It seems an
odd form of education to hide your face from what iil real We
surely are adult enough in this day and age to talk about these
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things witlout embarrassment
I think- the Tesponsibthty of the whools, then, is to teach

teahty, Alnerican cultural reality, the reality of a multicuhural
' world. And the Ipetter tob you can do at that in this generation .

the better for the future of the world.

We have been-around the panel on this question. I think we
have generally made the point that a pie facto Anglocentric
agenda in the schools has shaped the curriculum, although it
is not made explicit, by a supenntendent or a classroom
teacher. If we are Moving in the direction of consciously
addressing pluralistic education in schools, what about the
issue of nectrahty (or lack of it) ofjchool systems in doing ;ID?
This also relates to an earlier comment (Xems]. A general
dist;l155,10t1 is now in order.

Irred Romano. f f; 1?2,2fq

I had an expenence in Cahfomia which suggested that
government cannot be neutral. The Early Childhood Educa,
tii)/1 Multicultural Progrartl of our soh, where I served on the
pdrents cominittee. origmally stressed ethnic groups that
were represehted in the schoos, though perhaps there were
only one or two kids of a particular -group Estonians,
Koreans, and so forth When the state evaluators nmved, they
suggested that this approach was unrealistic: in preparing the
students for the real world, and therefore deficient: that the
program should nistend stress the Spanish-Arnencans a!
black Americans who were ln the immediate Los Arigets
envirrns and who had c big Inipacl on the

It seems to file that, again, here is the repression. One redsk
we may repress this kind of thing is berduse it will lead to t:01.1

flu is c)verpolicy

Not to bel the devil s advocate but to illustrate a couple of
prublerrua that I think we must be aware a, one aspect
education that we both hear about cind read about a great deal
in recent years is curnculum overload. Many people here say
that education should do more to bring in materials and
resources that point up the iden tities and ethnic rootsof various
groups I thilkt\to many teachers that means: 'Oh, no they want
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me to do more find more materials, perhaps teach another
course."

I think in the late 60s and early 703 overload became
manifested in courses such CM black studies, women's studkiss,
Jewish studies, especially in higher education and at the high
school level. Much of the treditional curriculum had gone by
the wayside.

Another probleri that has not been alidressed is the values
question, the potential values incongruence between the
school and the home. I think many parents of an ethnic group
whose lives are apart from that group, don't want their
children exposed to their hentage in school ---,again, the other
side:of the coin, They want their children to be successful and
'they see suecess as getting the "American" tools and skills to
allow them to work into the mainstream society, not as turning
to their heritage or -background.

I suggest that there are certain values in society in a much
broader sense that we also have to be concerned with.
Teacher training, in a basic way,, can foster the kind of aware-
ness that we are mfemng to, helping children to accept
themselves and be more accepting of others. The teacher can
bnrtg in examples from many different minority and ethnic
groups and address pluralistic concerns in this way without
necessarily setting it up as a new cUrriculum or new study.
Another noncumcular approach would be to emotively and
mventively use the resources of a cominunal, brmging in
people who represent and live different life-styles.

We need creabve solutions to some basic problems rathT
than siihpl y talking about new curnculin.

Sysaborts Z Pressidsou , u ti h 1 11,

I want to pick up on what Karen [Dawson] said. I. think
we are really getting to the nitty-gritty of what the symi-Aosium
is about. There is d real question concerning teacher prepar-
edness to deal with multicultural education. Teachers are Kist
as narrow in terrns of their experience as many of the students.
I want to go back to the use of the words "liberal" and
"humanitids" I think they are at the crux of what we want to
get Out of cultural pluralism. You don't want an idiosyncratic
review of your heritage. What you want is a greater sense of
what humanity- is about and what being human is about. That
is cbe of the built-in anomalies of this kind of topic Most of the
pvople who emigrated to this country did so because they
wanted to leave their native culture for some reason I think
the emphasis should be on what, humanly, they were striving
for, not )ust collecting odd facts about places in Central
Europe or Africa, geography tesens, or something of that sort
Rather, the emphasis must be on the humeri need.
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biome N &wimp p . 2 tiultsff

do you dichotomiz9 between hurnan and ethnic? Do
yocA t uik that in order to be human you halia b dr'op your

. heritage? Let's go the other way. Are you saying that if you
emphasize yorr heritage, you will be less human? It so, you
are not listening to what we have said

Barbera Z Pressalson 1: I.

Ym not getting it across I think that what we should be
titrivirlgiu find in our ethnicity is that which is human.

hide* if, Undo,

Ethnicity is human, not -that which is." People ore concrete.
They come from a illace, they have parents, they have a
culture The culture intermixes with othercultures. That is
exactly what we are talking about

terbare ,Z Prim-arisen

And that is exof what we have to get into the'dassroorn

Irving X Liras*

Exactly

larimura X Proneihas r

I hear the danger and I approach it negatively You do want
to be cawful in focusing on the culture of a student whose
parents want her pr him to somewhat lose that heritage.
Education's task is to :'hnd- it in a positivo way; to be
unembarrassed by it in the classrOom: and to study it for
reasons that are human, not lust to cover the meift ofdifferent
kinds of ethnicity

irvisag X Levis* 1.

You are talking about the effidacy of pedagogy. Every single
queStion that yini have raised and they, are all important
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questions is being dealt with by people who build into
curriculum factors to take care of them. We are talking about'

j this as tholigh we invented culture) pluralism and iritergroup-
'relations learning today. We go back 40pr 50 years in the
schools in dealing with this. What I mean to say is, no matter
how much we seem to have built at an earlier perifid we
built in 1945, we built in 1955. We bunt in 1965-r multi-
ethnic education is still not properly established as the nomi.

We have had all kinds'of training programs for teachers in
inter-group mlationr, a fortune has been spent by the feds
and the states to do this. We have all kinds of curricula
multiethnic curricula, ethnic-heritage curricula, humanistic
curricula, history curricula, arts cerricula. Any waY you
want to iake it. depending upon your bias about how to or-
ganizet,_ we have those curricula well organized today.

You must recognize what is happening amillid here. You
must recognize that there is tiemendous resistance to even
look at what we alreally have. Why this msistance? Why do
you dichotomize? Why do you find it so difficult to think in a
more complexlfashion?

We have to tackle the prdblem of resistance to multiethnic
education on a psychological as welif on a pedagogical level.
Look at this discussion you will it replicated everywhere
on the isstle of cultural pluralism. Yours are real and honest
qufistions. The conversation almost has to brought to a am-
frontational stage to show the depth of emotion. Could you
honestly say that my child would be damaged if an intent-,,
gent history teachtk asked that child, along witch all kinds
of other generic assignments on the cavil War, 'Why don't

tale a look and see what the role of the Jews was during'
the vil War You Might find it interesting."? What is wrong
with i assiqrnent like that? As-a parent interested in pro-
vidinj my child 'with knowledge of his. Jewish heritage, I
wou4 consider this a distinct pl4s from a school system.

Barbaro X PriPsseben (Reso.1 (7h fur But fcr Sch

Nothing at all.

L (Mt Kit! fur)

Lets let some others throw sotne light op the action. Mrs.
__Earquhar has been trying NI get the floor, and we will then work

arou-nd the room.
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I want to briefly address the cuniculurn-overload problem
that Karen Dawson misetbeciuse it is one that concerns me
also. A number of peciple working inthe area of ethnis:r ptudies
have dealt with the problem rather effectively, but le me add
some points.

There me many elements in citiien education, for example,
government and history, economics, law and issues of societal
complexity cultural, global, technological. I think we need to
start thinking about the ooncerits, the skills, and the pedagog-
ical methods which the various elements have in common.

Let's take somsthing like perspective-taking. This is tied up
with the notion of being able to put yourself in someone else's
head and feelings, having empathy for scimeone else, under-
standing another point of view. Rale-playing is one technique
used to develop perspective-taking ability; teachers in law-
!elated education use it; teachers in futures-11Se 4 teachers in
global-perspective edumtion use it and teachers in ethnic
studies use it,

There are numerous topics which are common to kkith
ethnic studies and citizenship education. For instance, consid-
er a course in government you can deal with the impact of
ethnic groups on politics, say. the Irish on local city politics or
the influence of blacks, Chicanos, antl Indians on tie politics
of participation. If you are looking,at law, at equal aroteotion
under the law, you can look at voting rights, at slavery. These
are all ethnic issues and they are also issues for citizenship. I
would like to see educators begin to identify common themes
and teaching methods. Then we .could Wart to put the cur-
riculum back knether and cut down on what is a-somewhat
senseless competition for pieces of school time in ap era of\ shrinking resources. This is an enonnous task, involving
publisheis, teacher, adminstratOrs, and curriculum planners.
But I think we must begin to tackle it. P

leasph Sir= f T -het.

I k if we are to be practical, we must deal with-two real
probl. The first is teacher suspicion. and cynicism. To the

. teacher, ethnic is now "in." It vies with basic skills,
and a few ether.popular areas now.

The very real curriculum Problem can be dealt with. It is far
more urgent to get across to the teachers, even during their
tnainipg, what I guess you could sum up in a saying by Ralph
Waldo Emeirson: "What you .are speaks so loudly that I can't
hear what you say." Multiculturalism is a fact That fact is either

4 5
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good or bad, and every teacher going to have an attitude
toward it That attitude has sortt e value attached to it and the
teacher had better realize that children are going to sense that
value. The teachei's attitude thus belames one of the bloat
important factors in the whole equation. Teachers must be
shown the ground rules for them ill this pluralistic society. It
seems to me that the teacher knows iight awaythat we are not
really willug to face up to multiethnic education.

IndiSa-tIrg-V-6-0-c4s1erice of school systems, and the
constant amalgamation oi public school systems, especially in
the lame cities, are due to the power stmcture's fear Of all these
little neighborhood school systems. If the soh* ststem were
really serious about accepting pluralistict Cu4tires, they would
allow the neighborhood, if it wanted to,, to revert to its own
schools. What is so threatening, why.is there such immediate
resisance to any group that wants to start its oVirt SYstem of
schools? Is it really that much of a threat to the nation?

The teacher knows very well thataAhose in charge, edü-
cational .administratom, arcoften like the people who say,
°Yes, you use the subwayNeanwhile, I h,d7e a Lincoln to
drive me to work and I may even have a chauffeur With a
backup car because I am So important to the country."
What we are discussing here can't be put on the shoulders
of the teachers The administration has to do it

A final point Parents are going to be suspicious, and with
good reason. They are suspicious of the tfsacher as a prelicher.
Lb tfachers in the United States' really see theinselves as
colleagues of parents, or :do they regard themselves as
somehow supenor to parents? Am I your associate or am

from Olympus and delivering to you the wisdom of the
world? We are doslirt with problems that are a lot more
serious than just our immediate issue, but Ave have to look
at them because if we don't, we are going to have tokenism
all along the line.

await IN Mama (Modinu to r)

Is there any commentary from the panelists before we go to
the next question?

Mama, Xvok riett4n

I think all your Xem'sTpoints and all the various feariand
lorries about possible consequences, or even about mirthods,
are well taken. In other words, as soon as you start to teach
secnething, you get.all sorts of questions -passible oflects on
the parent possible effects an the child, how the teacher is .A



going to handle the available material. All those are real and
important questions

Once you see the importance of doing something in this,
%area, you can think of it as a long-tenn project You don't have
to do everfiiing overnight You can try out a few thirstoi. For
instance:you can, without introducing any new curricular
material, just try consciously to choose examples and illustra-
tions that 'touch ground." I think there is =thin:: wale than
an education that covers all the ground witliout ever touching
it. If every once in a while you touch ground with something
that the studenta can recognize from their own lives: it
validates the material.

You can talk about the family. If you choose your examples
fmm a family style that no one in the class is living, "the faitnily"

- (as a concept) becomes fdseign to them; whereas if you use an
example similar to the lifestyle of their family, they smile. They
know what you mean. So, without adding any new material,
you have alivady accomplished a great deal. Going one step

. at a time, in 10 years we could be in a far better position than
we now are.

CIIPINT iIlf S (4 Eciurtz!),,n)

First, to return to the school being neutral it never has
been. The problem then is to understand what it has been
instead of neutral

Second, if we want to do something like teeing many cultures
bloom, remember what happened to Mao Tse-tung's attempt to
let many flowers bloom. That is why I raised the initial ques-
tion of this whole movement being sensed as un-American.
Unless we find what the constraints are and why multiethnic
awareness is so severely repressed, we. will never affect
teacher education, will never affect school boards, will never
affect politicians. And the brave teacher who gets cut down
as soon as she tries to mle-play, to work with the new social
studies, the new social science techniques, will find the teak
almost impossible. She or he can't do it in prince George's
County; it is against the law.

Dervid Om. (AuTKA)

I really like Mr. Novack's idea that you can't take the icids to
the community, so take the community to the kidS the real
community in which they live. That is a good way of learning.
Constraints seem to take the form of finances and the attitudes
that go along with It
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How far does One go With multilingual-multicultural educa-
tion?' In one of my previous inosinations I worked with Child
Development Centers in New York City. The question was: Do
we allow public monies to go to a slay-oare oenter run by the
Hasidim where boys end girls am kept in separate ciassmome
and even Hispanic and black children cue dbysezoa
should we allow a day-care eenter that serves only black
children to teach Swahili !IS a seixind language? The question .

always beoarnes:-WKereUoes sorn-e-ddEt-aMF-tViiar-es -

system, whatever that may be, override individual self-
expression?

neertinialt *ma IF (Association tor Supervision und Curriculum DevolcIPmend

Apparently, two hoi topics in education today are the "back
to basics" movement and also competency-based testing, I
would like to hear about the Mlaticaship oi ethnic !oluralism
and citizen education versus these other movements, which
seem to be gaining in momentum.

. IlbesseliL MOM (Moderator)

The-question is: What is the relationship of the assessment
problem to the pluralisfic concern and the civic education
concern in terns of priorities of attention and time? DOGS
anyone want to cove an impressionrO.K., Dr. Feinberg.

Rama Castro ralabore (P110

-

Let me be specific by referring to the situation in Florida,
where we have recently passed an Accountability Act That
Act calls for all eleventh-grade students to take a state-
mandated 14,inctional literacy and basic skills test Students

*have three ishots at that test If they don't pass, they will get a
certificate of attendance, not a diploma. Do you have any
doubt about which kind of students will receive wilich kind of
pieces of paper?

Now, in Florida and in some other states that have similar
laws4 similar law underway, there have been some attempts
to fernat out the implications, the specific implications, of that
kind of law far the kind of students that we am concerned
about-in my case, linguistic minority studentfi- alid we are
rather primitive in our response, We have only gotten so far as
to say that the specific curriculum materials addressing the
criteria upon which the test is based need to ha developed in
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languages that the children have access to once again, star
talkingabout linguistic minority students, student who don't
speak English

There are some other kinds of things that can be done in the
KIM) of adapting existing materials to make them useful for
students whq.don't speak English. That is how the priorities
shape up in my part of the country. The conclusion I draw is
that you ale not going to get anything like an enlightened

as you are requiring students to meet
standards, while not providing the resources to the school
system to do that job.'

Cerlearallieek N jr,tr1 ithulu. E'(lueurlon &gat-anion)

I would like to underline the question: Is it possible to be
neutral? I think we often are trying so hard to be neutral that We
avoid the real issue and, therefore, say it is not important or
back away so far that we are actually hostile.

I see the same problem with this clarification of values. H all
we do is clarify values, I don't know if there isenough worth in
doing it to even pursue the issue of how to do it in a curriculum.
We don't ask what is your present knowledge of math, and stay
there; or, what are your attitudes about social studies, and stay
there. If we accept that schools should be teaching diversity
as a positive vVlue, then !would like togo beyond iustclanfying
present values and look 'at teaching in this area as a positive
dimension. If we can't do that then lefs.forget overloading of
the curriculum.

L idea= (M, ,r, ,r

Actually we have been Sliming into the last question forthe
Iasi 15 or 20 minutes. Thatt question is: ,

What immediate actions might yah00% take regrading
instruction in the inipli,cations of ethnic pluralism as an
&lenient of citizen education?

The subquestions'
1. What problems and blues immediately confront OW
society that are related to ethnic plpralism?
a What are the significant inipedintente to schoolefforts to
*soh the implicattlinsof ethnic pluralism?
a What are the vitalities and foxces that may influencethe
schools to be more active in teaching the huplations of
ethnic pluralism?
4. What alrape might there future efforts take- ,

Do you want to start us again. Dr. FeMben7?

4 9
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WHAT -

IMMEDIATE ACTION
MIGHT THE SCHOOLS TARE
REGARDING INSTRUCTION
IN THE
IMPLICATIONS Or
ETHNIC nunAusbi AS
AN ELEMENT Or
CITIZEN EDUCATION?

Melt Castro relislossi (Punehst)

I will be happy to. I am going to abandon what I had
planned to share with you at this point except to note that
schools should take steps, school district should take steps,
and perhaps you in Washington could suggest steps that
Congress might taketo move this field forward.

Now I want to turn to some of the unresolved issues from the
last comments. One issue has to do with teacher prepared- mas,
an overloaded ciirriculum, and bifurcation of the teacher. I.
want to tie that in with a .comment,(rnade, I believe, by Mr.
Levine) that there presently exist all kinds (4 curricula. a kinds
of teacher-training programs, and all kinds of audiovisual sup-
port for the kinds of educational programs we are discussing.

Now, of all times, is the moment to bring them out because
the teachers presently in the schools are going to be there for
the next 10 to 20 years. Possibly we Will gain some new teach-
ers because of affirmative-action requirements, but in the
main the teachers will remain constant. sThis means that
training programs on a national scale will have a chance to
take root and.become effective in a way that perhaps has not
been possible in the ixist.

The question is: Does anybody want to implement those
kinds of training programs so that teachers can begin to take
part in the endeavors we are talking about? Here again I am
going back to the terms that come up time and again: resist-
ance, repression, the will to proceed, un-Amencanism.

If my understanding is correci, at the time of World War II
a whole spate of national character studies came out, several
of them under the direction of Margaret Mead. One dealt with
Americanism and its relationship to our troops being sent
overseas. Let's Say we were sending Italian-American soldiers
to Italy. No one worned that the Italian-American soldiers
were going to social* with their blood brothers or t;ousins or
uncles, who were the enemy at the time No one worriedf
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because we almost believed that Amencanism was an act of
will, an act of good character., and that if you or your father or
your mother or your grandmother had the foresight and the
moral integrity to come to this country to begin with, then, by
virtue of that very fact, you were a better kind of person than
your ethnic counterparts in any other part of the worki.
Nobody would have said it quite that way, but that, accord-
ing) to Mead arid her students, was the underlying assump-
tion held in common at that time

Let me go to another World War II story. For some reason
related to the war (1 don't remember what), it was very
important that people start eating margarine instead of butter.
But nobody had eaten oleo and nobody watt about to eat oleo.
Lewin laid out a series of steps designed to motivate people, to
give them the will to shift to oleo, and he was successful. Now,
II you can change something so basic, something so fund&
mental, something so normally unalterable es the kind of food
someorie is going to eat. then I say that we have sufficient
technological know-how to take steps to appropnately recog-
nize c:ultural pluralism.

What is the goal of those steps" To be at a place where we will
no longer say, "I'm O.K. and and you're O.K , and my ethnicity
is K and yours is O.K. -0 K.- is what I say when somebody
steps on my toe, the person has transgressed blitam
to eXacl d penalty What we will be saying instead, m direct
relationship to ethnicity, is 'T m terrific- and you're ternfic," and
that's where we wdr11 to end up.

lhassal L Adana

A ni( er(,in,itII )I that 14-vu ie.

IVIII/if X Levine !

Over thi! last 10 years 1 have worked heavily on this topic
This symposium is d good meeting in terms ot the issues
raised and the feelings expressed. That brings us right back to
what you have to do in the schools You cannot really deal
with tins eflectivoly unless you establish some oorimptual
clarity for cultural pluralism. There has to be training tor this

c(giceptuarclanty -

In addition, there }iris to be training of top educational
administration &,wri through the hieraVy to teachers. The
training prr)cf.Iss must allow people in the training sessions to
deal with their own group identity. People really have to be
clearly and sharply in touch with who they are. You are not
going to be at ,le to deal with this obiectively unless you, your,
self, have gm,- through a process of coming to terms with who
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you ant. Confusions and ambivalences and assertions about
where you come from and how you feel about that and how
you feel about °then it's all part of the process.

When I say "conceptual clarity," .1 have to go back to the
questions about the conflict between the "dominant culture"
and what would prooaoly be called the "subcultutes." Fiat
we have to change our language, quite seriously. Inptead of a
"dominant culture," I like the notion of a "common core
culture?' Would you eillow me to say "common core culture"
rather than dominant culture" and then accept the fact that
in a variety otethnietultures, you really have threads, show
threads, that make up the common core culture? -

The common culture is not simply the consensus. The awe
sensus of the common culture MU fanned by the threads from
the subcultures, That is how we form a common culture, so we
can trace these things like constitutionalism, individual rights,
collective security the wide variety of things we need in
order to maintain a nation. We can trace theni to the subcul-
tures if we want to, and we can trace them to the Judeo-
Christian tradition and other religious traditions if we want to,
if we want to make the effort

So, we have to stop thinking in terms of dominance and
subservience. It won't do, People don't want to be put in
that position any more. They won't have it and they shouldn't
have it. I am being assertive about this because I think our
languilge and bur feelings that get in the way of our learning
how to move into this field. You have to give people a choice,
an option you can't rarn this stuff down anybody's throat
Peolile have to work up Rattems of teaching and dealing with
this area in their own good time and a context that is
comfortable for them.

We have a great deal oi confide. that people do come
along, .especially when they begin to i.r.derstand that thenils
a dichotomy in some people's mind between particularism
and universalism. But there is also a dialectic behveen the two,
and it is the dialedbc, and the capacity to deal with the two
seemingly very different terms of identification in a whole-
some way, that will get you where you want to go.

You have to see that there is almost a life cycle problem here
of developmental thought and ,expression of emotion about
yourself and society. There is constant change in this field
because we are maturing with all kinds of strong emotions
about our identity at certain points in our lives. Research has
demonstrated that people who are in their sixties differ in their
remembrance and reminiscence and nostalgia from people
in their forties. Things become more important as you go
through the hfe cycle. Everybody knows that people seem-
ingly become more conservative as they age or at least,
inore treditional. If we learn how to use these perceptions for
education, we will do a much better lob.
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Elizabeth, your turn.

$4, elhatheals Farquhar (I., trio: 1,r

fo

I'd like to mention what I see as impediments the locus of
one of the subguestions.

I believe the present emphasis on iDdslc skills, at apme whet

there is concern about the adequacy of resources/will creates
real pioblem, an impediment, for any kindnitocial curncu-
lurn. When kids can't read and wnte,- pe5iSle are going to say
that these are the skills *e must emphasize, not the mntent
which follows alier one has learned them. There is no quei-
tion about thwriousness of this problem. There really is no
solution to it, you simply have to fight it conslaritly if you
believe in what we are talking about.

Another problem is the evident fear that people have about

our topic. 1 think to a great entent that fear arises because
multicultural concerns touch on a personal, private realm. As

Mr Levine said, the teacher's feelings about his or. her own
ethnicity will influence how thaiteacher approaches teaching
the subject in the classroom.

There have been some rather poorly conceived and ex
ecuted programs in ethnic studies, some of them in recent
years. Some have even created new ethnic stereotypes, of all- a
things! 011-krs have emphasized the quaint past rather than

l change and the vitality oI the ethnic force, now as in

the ast. I think that image of badly designed programs is GI
problem for the future of ethnic studies, to some extent,

On the other hand, there are some very good programs, and

we have learned from expenence. It rems to me that
desegregation plans, some of which have involved multi-
cultural programs, pr(wide us with ont- positive example

in this area.
The realization of global interdependence is another positive

force, and people are beginninrj to become aware of and
ouncerned about cultural tactom in a global sense

Increased immigration into this country w another imped.
iment. If kids don't speak the language, we must develop
programs to reach them

We have talked of fear and the newness"which tright*-hs
people, and I wattkk protest a little bit. We have made song)
real progress. There are a number of states, for example,
which have requirements for ethnic studies. While there is a

certain amount of healthy skepticism (and skepticism is a
good idea) on the part of educators that this is a fad there are
federal dollars for it, so let's all get ink) it, at the same time there'
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are some state mandates requiring sch--,,Is to ta'ke a look at
what is happening in multicultural education. AAICE has
sent a form bearing en accreditation of teacher education
which asks teacher-training institutions to look at their multi-
cultural offerings. Again, that is a positive, concrete factor. It
means that there has to be some attention to multicultural
education in theeraming of teachers. andi thul ye need to
learn how to do it better, how to do it well.

As today's discusskin has made glean there is an interest
now in the study of self. I thio k this isa real movement evident
in many places that speaks positively for the continence of
multicultural education, .

Aragon I. Adams 14.. 01,

Let us have the,last panelist on this po nt.

lesiuml Nowak (13,1i,..ighr)

,

r--

It is obvious horn the level of sophistication in this sympo-
sium that we are far ahead of where we were 10 years ago. If
you go into a school library today, elementary or high school,
or in the bo-okstore at the university, you will find shelves of
books on the black experience in the United States which
iust didn't exist let's say IS years ago; them, are books on the
Spanish-speaking or Spantsh4umdme tradition, on a variety
of ethnic traditions --ell relatively new. That's a big step for.-
waid and makes our job a lot easier.

I was going to make a few remarks about some practical
steps to be taken in elementary school We don't have goad
-fairy tales, good creative literature, for young children which
'come out of the many cultures of the world. Most of the fairy
'tales are from Grimm, and so on, from only one part of the
world. There are imaginative things that can be done and are
being done in the world's languages. If you visit bookstores
in other countnes, you can find fail-y-tale books which, trans-
lated into English, would have an immediate appeal to fam-
ilies in the United States.

With regard to high school, I think this is an important ag4
for students to have multicultural work, to share different
family experiences, to confron t one another, to examine stereo-
types, and so on this is especially true in the Northeast and
North Central states. You see ethnic interest in the movies.
"Saturday Night Fever,' 'Rocky." Teenagers have strong
ethnic feelings, but they don't have a safe place to talk these
things through. They have quite confused assumptions about
one another, and they need help in tinding their way through

S4
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that thicket of emotion.
As for univenfities, our intellectual history about the rest of

the world is deplorable. Even if you try your best there aie
simply blank spots about many regions of the world.

So on every educational level there ore things to be done
I want to use the two or three minutes left to me on an

underlying theme. The new ethnicity is free. It is to be freely
chosen by the individual, and mustn't injure the student's, the
parents or the individues nght to chcose. This freedom,
makes ethnicity an odd sort of phenomenon you really are
free to do with it what you want. Of.ccurse, you didn't choose
your grandparents and in that sense you are not free you
can't become gist anything. (You can Pike it but that doesn't
lost long ) Nevertheless, you can spend as much or as little

time in your ethnicity as you care to. That is a great thing
nboul the United States, and we must not damage that If
there nos been damage, I think it has been that there is no
help if you want to pursue vour mots, not that we have
forced people intO something they don't wan

Black studies over the last few years may be an exception
to that. : know Orlando Pattersonand ThomastSowell, among
others have expressed the fear that, at least in certain
lo,..ations. black students are dragooned intoblack-studies

in qrarrs who don't want to he there. That can happen in
oiy etbrac studies program, and we must guard against it.
We should be very clear that the new ethnicity is new
because it is nos tnba I. it s tree, its chosen, it's self-conscious

and that's a new possibility in the modern world.
Ethnicity may be a mixed bag. If you are Slavic, you can

very tired of people being unable to pronounce your
n rile And theil r :ornes the Polack joke. It justdnves you up a
wall People in many, many ethnic groups in America know
that they have low status, are low on the eth nic totem pole. If

yu hdve 10 pictures of pretty women and keep changing
the names under them w hile as ki ng people to rank w ho is the

1.)retties1, you see the ethnic totem pole pretty clearly. Each
name change, and the ethnicey suggested by ft, brings a

fferent ranking It is astonishing, Luigi Barzin described in
0 Americo' explained why he went back to Italy after living
i.is early life here. He found the contempt in which Italian
Arnenodils were held too strong for him; he didn't want to live

a career highting agamst an infenonty complex. It is a
touching book arid there are many such.

So, people have nuxed feelings about being identified as of
this or that ethnicity I, myself, don't want to be 90 identified in

some settings. I know the reaction will be negative, and I iust
don't want to fight through all that. We have to respect this
feeling It is a complicated thing. It changes over time in the
life ot an individual For some periods in your hie your
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ethnic heritage is the last thing you want someone to bnng
up; in another period it is something you are interested in and
want to emphasize. There are also changes within the ex-
perience of an ethnic group. The Syriari-Lebanese in America
went through a whole period/of being Syrians. then Lebanese,
then Areb, and now there is a great deal of insectihty about
their identity. Almost every group has a pattern of change
over generations.

It is important to try to learn the hidden languages of the
souls of people, too. There are some Americans who.will go to
Esalen and pay $120 for a weekend to learn how to yell,
scream, shout, show rage. If you arer born Italian or Slovak
or Jewish or Greek. you learn that free. Cultures differ in the
emotions which they consider signs of strength and signs of
,:eakness. In many cultures it is quite all-right to get angry --a
%pod Slav has an obligation to get angry three times a day! In
Iq.72 they kept calling Ed Muskie "testy.' that's a code
name for Polish: he Just gets angry often, as he has an obliga-
tion to do. He is not supposed to keep his anger in, but letting
it out hurts when you are running for Resident. He didn't
keep hig "cool."

The point is that many people in America have a language
of their soul which they never see reflected in lite-rature. One
reason for studymg literature in school is to hold a mirror up to
yourself. Yet many of us went through school without ever
seeing d mirror that reflected ourselves. I read no Slovak-
American literature. Such dS there was, was never put in my
hands I always thought that literature was about others, that
I wanted to write literature, .I would have to go live with others
in order to find a proper literary subiect.

There are rnany,.many Americans, I would think a majority
of Americans, who have no public language for the private
language of the soul, which is shaped by what has happened
in the family for ei thousand years. I think that is why Alex
Haley made so many millions cry, literally shed tears. He gave
them a public language, ei public set of symbols by which they
could understand themselves He liberated them from trying
to make signals across the darkness which nobody could
understand and even ihey themselves couldn't understand.

There are so =any of us in. America who have lacked that
public kriquarje although I rralize thmt prry,'iding it is not
entirely the function of the school You need creative artists to
do that. -Roots- could not have been wntlen by a committee
A school board could never have produced it.
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.We have reached three o'clock and in about two minutes I
want to try to summarize what we have discussed in three

hours.
The summary falls under what I call the three US of the day.

In the first pad of our discussion we.talked about the ubiquity
of pluralism. We may not know how to define it but we know it
when we see it. It is everywhere.

In discussing the responsibili ty of the school s, we ca me upon
the second U. our yearning fora unilonnityol awareness about.
what these responsibthties might be. I think the organizers of*
this symposium hoped to create uniformity of ewareness about
the possible role that schools could play, being careful, too, to
avoid potential regimentation and standantization in launch.
nig this idea.

Finally, the last U, shorthand for what I call the uncollected .
There are many, many educational programs coneerned with
pluralism -cumcular materials that await collection in one
central place. We must think of ways in which these mate-
nals might be collected and pooled, to enlighten the unen-
ligKtened and encouragd the fainthearted.

The underlying theme of our symposium has been, first to
raise. our consciousness either in terms of reaffirmation or
confirmation (01 puzzlemen t) with regard to pluralism. Second,
to ekplpre the connections between the schools, citizen
education, and cultural pluralism. Third, to determine what
can -and should-. be done by schools in this domain. If this
gathering has only whetted your appetite for exrrnming the
possibilties, then our afternoon has been well spent.

Lerrne yield the floor to our leader, Russ Hill

RINI 1 1 J,«, r

Thank you, Mr. MoCierator. Thank you, panel. Thank you.
quest's I hope you found this Ian intelesting and stimulating
(!'?vei it The p'roceedings will be edited and published as soon
d9 poss4e, and you will 101 receive the pubhcation in due
course. We hope also to iov in the-direcbon of the sug-
gestions today. We will be in contact with you.
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